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By Irene DIaMonD

Dear Diamond
Massage &
Wellness Center,
We are pleased to
deliver this check
for $6,231.23 for
your Groupon
featured offer.
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SHOULD MTS OFFER A DAILY DEAL?

Our wellness center was the first in San Francisco to
offer a massage Groupon deal. That was in June 2009.
“Wow,” we thought, “that was cool—fast, easy money, with
no out-of-pocket expense to us!” Cool indeed, until the
phone started ringing off the hook and we couldn’t figure
out Groupon’s system of how to track the buyers who were
frothing at the mouth to come in as soon as possible.
In two days, Groupon sold 272 certificates for hourlong massages at our center for $39 each. We received
a revenue share of 60 percent (negotiated up from their
original offer of 50 percent), less a small credit card
processing fee, which gave us our nice little windfall.
But boy, did I learn a lot from that experience.

WHAT IS GROUPON?
In November 2008, Groupon was the first company to
offer what are now called Daily Deals. These online
promotional and marketing services offer a discount that
is available for a few days to their list of subscribers. Daily
Deals are usually 50 percent, if not more, off the regular
prices of restaurants, services, and events in and around
individual cities. There are now deals in almost every
major city in the United States. Groupon’s name comes
from combining two words, group and coupon, because,
in order to receive the deal offered, a specified number
of people must purchase it, otherwise the deal is off.
New Groupon-like companies are coming onto
the scene every day, vying for a piece of what may (or
may not) be a lucrative business, depending on how
you value a company, but the numbers are declining.
In 2010, there were 430 “deal” websites in the United
States. Now, there are only half that number.
Companies like Amazon, Facebook, and Yelp have jumped
on the bandwagon, offering their own version of the Daily
Deal. Interestingly, though, Facebook bowed out after only
four months of testing and is not pursuing offering deals at
all, and Yelp is scaling back its efforts. Google, however, is
still cautiously testing the waters with limited offerings.

This is a huge
advantage for
a therapist or a
small business
because there
are no upfront
costs and,
although you
are selling your
services at a
discount, you
are guaranteed
the revenue.

OUR EXPERIENCE
Since we were one of the first businesses to work with
Groupon in San Francisco, very few consumers understood
that first promotion. The customers were calling us
directly to purchase the deal, not understanding they
needed to go through Groupon’s website. We were given
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no instructions on how to track the
purchased certificates; we were simply
emailed a 16-page list of names of
the buyers. Even Groupon’s staff was
unclear about the entire system.
We quickly learned our $39 offer
price was way too low. Because the
discounted price was more than 50
percent off our usual rates, it attracted
a large number of clients who were not
in a financial position to afford our
standard rates, even if they sincerely
wanted to come back to see us. We
did, however, manage to get about 30
percent of the Groupon purchasers
to become repeat clients, and many
referred their family and friends to
us. I suggest keeping your deal price
closer to your standard rates, even if
you sell fewer certificates, rather than
attempting to sell a higher number
of certificates at a greater discount.
We also learned how important it is
to include details, such as appointment
availability, in the fine print of the
deal. We had many people who were
disappointed they could not get an
appointment as soon as they wanted.
Since the time we ran our first
Daily Deal, we’ve run five more with
various companies. I’ve entered into
negotiations with many others, but
for several reasons decided against
working with them. I have also fielded
hundreds of calls, emails, and online
inquiries from therapists across the
country asking whether or not a solo
therapist or massage business should
participate in a deal, the best way
to handle a deal, and how to handle
being swamped once a deal has run.
For us, we feel we have fine-tuned the
system of offering these Daily Deals
and perfected how to guarantee the

best return on the experience. Will a Daily Deal work for
you? Here are some things to consider before you jump in.

SHOULD YOU DO A DAILY DEAL?
This question is a big one among therapists and can be very
controversial. Many therapists and other small businesses feel
it is a great way to stimulate business by getting some income
and new clients. Other therapists feel it creates a “coupon
culture” in which consumers will never again want to pay full
price and clients are only looking for the next cheap massage.
I believe a deal can be beneficial for most
businesses, but it absolutely needs to be structured
appropriately and in keeping with your brand.
BENEFITS OF RUNNING A DAILY DEAL
When you agree to run a Daily Deal, the online company
does all the work to create effective promotional campaigns,
work that many small businesses don’t like or don’t know
how to do. Once you have negotiated all the details with
your account manager regarding the offer, the price, and
the date your deal will run, they create the advertising copy,
handle the artwork, run the promotion, handle the orders,
and manage any refunds or customer service issues. After
the deal ends, you and the deal company split the revenue.
I encourage you to think of this form of advertising as
a loss leader, which means the goal is to get new clients in
the door without spending a lot of money. You might even
lose some money, but you will never have any out-of-pocket
expenses you can’t afford. Even if no certificates are sold, you
will owe nothing but will still have received exposure in the
process. Following are some additional benefits to consider.
Pay for Performance
Traditional advertising is paid in advance, with no
guarantee of any sales or new customers. Daily Deals offer
“pay for performance,” which means you only pay once
you know exactly how many new sales it has generated
for you. In fact, you don’t even pay them directly—their
fees are deducted from the total revenue generated from
the promotion prior to them issuing you a check.
This is a huge advantage for a therapist or a
small business because there are no upfront costs
and, although you are selling your services at a
discount, you are guaranteed the revenue.
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SHOULD MTS OFFER A DAILY DEAL?

Tips for Coupon Success
s $ONT BE PRESSURED TO OFFER ANYTHING PRICED TOO LOW
BECAUSE YOU WONT HAVE ENOUGH MARGIN TO CONTINUE TO RUN
YOUR PRACTICE !LSO IT WILL ATTRACT CLIENTS WHO MAY NOT BE
ABLE TO AFFORD YOUR STANDARD RATES

s 5NLESS YOU CATER TO CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS
LIMIT THE DEAL TO CLIENTS  YEARS OR OLDER TO
ENSURE A BETTER CHANCE OF REPEAT BUSINESS

s #ONSIDER OFFERING ONE OF YOUR MORE UNUSUAL
SERVICES OR SOMETHING NEW YOU WOULD LIKE TO
PROMOTE RATHER THAN A TYPICAL MASSAGE

s $ECIDE ON AN EXPIRATION DATE OF EITHER SIX MONTHS OR
A YEAR 7ITH A LONGER EXPIRATION WINDOW YOU WILL SELL
MORE CERTIlCATES BUT WITH A SIX MONTH WINDOW YOU
WILL SEE MORE BREAKAGE SEE "REAKAGE AT RIGHT 

s 4HINK CREATIVELYINSTEAD OF SELLING A ONE HOUR
MASSAGE MAYBE A HALF HOUR SESSION OR A COMBO
OF TWO SHORTER SERVICES WILL SELL BETTER

s 4HINK THROUGH ALL THE PARAMETERS YOU WANT REGARDING THE
DETAILS FOR YOUR OFFER 9OU CERTAINLY DONT WANT TO DISLIKE
CLIENTS BECAUSE OF A BAD EXPERIENCE WITH THE DEAL

s #OME UP WITH A NAME FOR YOUR PROMOTION
2ACHEL #OOK ONE OF MY COACHING CLIENTS FROM
7ESTMINSTER #OLORADO IS GIVING HER OFFER THE
SNAZZY TITLE h4ENSION 4AMER -ASSAGEv 4ERRIlC

s #OMPANIES WILL USUALLY ASK FOR A  SPLIT OF
REVENUE 4HIS IS NEGOTIABLE 3TART OFF ASKING FOR 
IN YOUR FAVOR AND WORK FROM THERE 0LAY HARDBALL

s 9OU WILL HAVE TO PROVIDE THE SERVICE TO ALL THESE
CLIENTS SO ESTIMATE HOW MANY CERTIlCATES YOU
CAN HONOR EACH WEEK WITHOUT CUTTING INTO YOUR
REGULAR BUSINESS THEN LIMIT SALES ACCORDINGLY
s #ONSIDER USING A RECEPTIONIST OR AN ONLINE BOOKING SERVICE
TO LIMIT THE TIME YOU SPEND ON THE PHONE !LSO LIMIT THE
HOURS IN YOUR SCHEDULE THAT DEAL TAKERS ARE ALLOWED TO BOOK

s 4ELL THE COMPANY WHEN YOU WANT TO RUN THE DEAL AND
MAKE SURE IT WORKS WITH YOUR SCHEDULE AND YOUR STAFF
s 9OU ARE IN THE DRIVERS SEAT 4HERE ARE MANY COMPANIES
COMPETING FOR THE BEST DEAL TO KEEP THEIR SUBSCRIBERS
HAPPY AND THEY NEED YOU MORE THAN YOU NEED THEM )F YOU
DONT LIKE THE DEAL MOVE ON TO ANOTHER COMPANY WHO
CAN OFFER YOU A BETTER ARRANGEMENT

s 4AKE A LOOK AT WHAT THIS SMART
THERAPIST DID "EN #RABTREE
FROM 3AN !NTONIO 4EXAS HAD
AN OFFER ON 'ROUPON AND SOLD
 CERTIlCATES (E KNEW HE
WOULD RECEIVE A SLEW OF CALLS
SO INSTEAD OF lELDING ALL OF THEM
HE POSTED A FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS PAGE ON HIS WEBSITE
TO ANSWER QUESTIONS SO HE COULD
FOCUS ON PROVIDING MASSAGE
#HECK OUT HTTPMASSAGEBYBEN
COMMISCGROUPON?SPECIALHTM
s ,IMIT THE OFFER TO LOCAL RESIDENTS
SO THE CERTIlCATE DOESNT GO TO
SOMEONES OUT OF TOWN COUSIN
WHO YOULL NEVER SEE AGAIN
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If you are currently doing any paid
advertising for your business, you
are aware there is a cost associated
with it. The cost you incur to run the
ad to get a new client will offset the
payment the client gives you for your
service. Let’s say you put together some
promotional flyers that cost $50 to
print and distribute. If your promotion
results in five new clients, your cost
per client acquisition was $10. This
means if you charge $100 per session,
you just gave a session for $90.
Of course, some advertising
doesn’t bring in even one client, so
you must deduct the full advertising
expense from your week’s or month’s
earnings. If you have a budget allotted
for your advertising, I encourage
you to see the huge benefit that
paying for performance gives you.

Exposure
Even if your offer doesn’t sell very well,
by having your company promoted
online you still get additional visibility.
Many deal sites send your business
name, phone number, and website
directly into their subscribers’ email
boxes, and have relationships with
other media outlets. This can mean
hundreds of potential clients hearing
and reading about your business,
which can have great impact, even
if it is not seen immediately.
Breakage
Breakage refers to the many certificates
that are sold that will never be
redeemed. This number is estimated
in the deal industry to be around 12
percent of the total sold. You get to
keep the money on those certificates
that someone has bought, without
doing the massage. If someone wants
to redeem a certificate after the
expiration of your deal, I encourage

yes, there will be a
percentage of new clients
who are only looking for
the cheapest massage and
will never become a return
client for you. This is the
nature of the industry, and is
not worth worrying about.

you to honor the price they paid for the certificate as a
credit toward any full-priced service you offer. This will
keep them happy and hopefully result in a new client.

WHAT’S THE CATCH?
By now, you’re probably thinking this all sounds great:
you get free promotion for your massage business, they
do all the work to set up and run the deal, and you
only pay them based on the money that comes in from
certificate sales. So what is the catch? I think the “catch”
is minimal, but here are a few things to consider:
Since the business model is pay for performance,
these companies will ask that you give them an
incredible package to offer their list so they can
sell hundreds of them. Remember, they make more
money if they sell 500 than if they only sell 15.
Yes, there will be a percentage of new clients who
are only looking for the cheapest massage and will
never become a return client for you. This is the nature
of the industry, and is not worth worrying about.
Some people think there is “deal fatigue,”
where subscribers (who may be on more than 20
email lists) get bombarded by daily offers and
start to unsubscribe or ignore these deals.
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SHOULD MTS OFFER A DAILY DEAL?

In Favor of A Daily Deal
We had a new client come in the other day and pay full price
for his service. He was an account manager for one of these
Daily Deal companies, and he later called me to ask if we
wanted to run a deal with his company. I jokingly said to him
he should have had us run the deal first, and then he could
have come in at a discount.

His response was confirmation that
many clients, although they love a good
deal, are not living their lives around the
deals. “If I need a service, I go to a place that will meet
my needs rather than one that is just low-cost. I sometimes
will use a deal to help me try a new place to eat, get a
massage, or maybe even take a trip. If I really like the place,
I will definitely return at full price. Even though I
work for a high-end deal site, I would say
the majority of the time I actually pay full
price for most services or restaurants.
“If I’ve tried a massage place through a
deal, and got a good massage that helped me get rid of pain
that had been bothering me for awhile, I would definitely
continue to go to that business again. For

me, good
service and a positive outcome always
trump just getting a deal, and I’ve found the bulk
of our company’s clients feel the same way, too.”
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Others feel that offering discounts
cheapens your business in the client’s
mind. While this may be true
for some of the lower-priced deal
websites, there are also a number
of higher-end websites that cater to
only the most exclusive businesses.

ONCE THE CLIENTS COME IN
Once you’ve got these new clients
in your clinic or studio, it’s your
chance to wow them—I call it “service
vetting.” If they are looking to build
an ongoing relationship with a
therapist, they will be interviewing
you, and they will continue to try
deals until they find the perfect fit.
Susan Epperly, a clinical massage
therapist and co-owner of Tiger
Lily Studios in Austin, Texas, has
successfully used a number of Daily
Deals to grow her practice. “Be open
to working on clients from all walks
of life, even those whom you think
are not your ‘ideal clients,’” she says.
When it comes to turning discount
voucher clients into long-term, repeat
clients, the most important strategy is
to “give ’em all you’ve got.” Offering a
deal will put new clients on your table,
but that really only provides you with
an opportunity to audition for those
clients. You want them to leave thinking
(and talking) about the exceptional
value they got and their eagerness
to return. “A deal gives new clients
an opportunity to try out an MT’s
services at a discounted introductory
rate. Over 60 percent of our discount
voucher clients, after having tried
us out, have returned for additional
sessions at our full, regular rates.”

WHAT TO OFFER?
To get started, I suggest creating an offer for one of your
lower-priced services, such as a 30-minute massage, or a
package of a 30-minute Swedish massage with aromatherapy
and a foot bath, for example. Your account manager will
try to get you to offer a higher-priced service because
they make more money, but my suggestion is to keep it at
something that retails for less. That way, even with the price
reduction you will not lose much, plus you will still get new
clients. Once clients love you, or even at their initial visit,
they can then choose to upgrade, or add services or time,
and you will not be obligated to split the revenue for it.
See if you can create a package similar to this
“Pamper Party”: Total Package Value—$84 ($54 for a
30-minute massage, $15 for aromatherapy, and $15 for
a foot bath). Customers pay $44, which is 50 percent
off. When they come back, they know your regular
rate is $54 for the 30-minute massage—not a big jump
from what they paid for their deal certificate!
One of my colleagues, Paul Brown, and I were involved
in an online discussion on Massageprofessionals.com/forum
giving advice to other therapists about offering deals. “I did
a Groupon voucher as a solo practitioner last November and
sold 200 vouchers for a half-price hour massage session,”
Brown wrote. “The first thing I did was limit the hours that I
accepted [deal] clients—[I] eliminated evening and weekend
appointments for them so I could continue to see my existing
clients. I offered a small discount on their next massage if they
booked one right then at the end of their session within two
weeks. This helped me convert many, many of these clients
to become regulars. Finally, the voucher expired, and I have
been booking some of the expired voucher clients using the
voucher as a gift-credit applied toward a full-rate session
instead of for a full session—one of the expired certificate
clients booked a two-hour session with me recently and
paid the difference—which means I made money off of that
voucher. Other clients are doing the same thing. Almost
30 percent of the vouchers expired, so that’s cash in my
pocket for no work. Granted they will have to be honored
as coupons if they decide to book a session, but that means
that I make almost all of the money I would have made on
a massage session,” he says. “I rebooked 20 percent of the
clients—that’s a fantastic return on my investment, and I look
forward to these new clients for a good long time to go.”
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As you can
imagine,
massage
is one of
the most
popular
services
being
offered
in Daily
Deals,
so we as
massage
therapists
have the
upper
hand.

WHAT TO DO
Get sample ideas. Look on some deal websites (Bloomspot.
com, GroupSwoop.com, Joffer.com, LivingSocial.com,
TownHog.com, TwoBuckDuck.com, and WeGiveToGet.com,
to name a few) and see their past offers to get ideas of what
you can offer.
Decide how many new clients you can handle. There
have been numerous reports of solo practitioners
and small businesses being swamped with too much
business and ending up with many disgruntled
clients who complain in online reviews.
Develop your offer. Decide how to position your
offer, either as a specific service, such as a $95 hour
massage for $49, or a general discount on any of your
services, such as $100 worth of services for $50.
Define your fine print. I suggest you limit the number
of certificates each person may purchase; allow them to
purchase a certificate as a gift; put a minimum client age;
have a six-month or one-year expiration date; and specify
the hours they can schedule with you. If you live in an
area with tourists, restrict the deal to local residents.
Determine your upsell. Once you have new clients in the
door, what will you do to keep them coming back to you?
Come up with a really irresistible offer that they can’t help
but say yes to, and don’t limit it to just discounts. Remember,
when you knock their socks off with your ability, service,
skills, and warmth, these people will hopefully ignore the new
deal offers that arrive each day in their email, knowing that
you provide not only a good value, but exceptional results.

Irene Diamond, RT,
is an educator, public
speaker, and business
coach who enjoys
enlightening therapists,
fitness trainers, coaches,
and other “therapreneurs.” Diamond will
be inducted into the
Massage Therapy Hall of
Fame in 2013 for her work
with Active Myofascial
Therapy, and her online
business resource,
SuccessfulMassage
Therapist.org. Reach
Diamond at Facebook.
com/TherapySuccess,
Twitter.com/
MassageResource,
or www.thediamond
method.com.

HERE TO STAY
Everybody loves a great deal. These Daily Deal companies
are here to stay, and as our economy ebbs and flows, so
will the way the deals are structured. Business owners
(like you) are becoming savvier about working with
coupon companies. Hopefully these companies will
continue to be a valuable advertising resource.
As you can imagine, massage is one of the most popular
services being offered in Daily Deals, so we as massage
therapists have the upper hand. We have the ability to
negotiate well, package our services in ways that best
reflect our skills and needs, and price them accordingly.
Hopefully, the result will prove profitable for you with
new and returning clients coming in your door.
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